Personalised Spelling words
Choosing Words

● Look for highlighted words in your work books
  i. Writer’s Notebook
  ii. Religion Book
  iii. Literacy Book
  iv. Inquiry Book

● Add new words to your Spelling Journal

● Choose your spelling words for the week
  ○ Mark them with a tick

● Write your spelling into your diary

● PRACTICE your words at home

Personalised Spelling Words - On TEST Day

● Give your diary/journal to a partner
● Have them say the word and then YOU write it down on scrap paper

● Have your partner correct your words.

● **Highlight** the words you got **CORRECT** in your Spelling Journal
  ○ This is so you don’t put them into a new spelling list

● Add the words that you didn’t get correct this time to your new spelling list for the week
  ○ This means you get another chance to practice these words